Learn about some of the people PMIEF met at PMI LIM and Congress, and read about an opportunity to be part of the celebration next year in San Diego.

Hear the stories of individuals PMIEF met during our recent trip to Orlando, FL

**PMI Leadership Institute Meeting and Global Congress - North America provide an opportunity for face-to-face encounters with global supporters, volunteers and chapter members.**

PMIEF Staff and Volunteers recently returned from a weeklong trip to Orlando, Florida to participate in the PMI Leadership Institute Meeting (LIM) and Global Congress. During the trip, staff and volunteers met hundreds of individuals who engage with PMIEF in unique ways to leverage project management for social good.

These individuals shared best practices from their local chapters, participated in a community service project, and produced an award-winning paper on PM.

Click [here](#) to read their stories.
Webinar Available to Help Project Managers Compete for 2016 Community Advancement Award

Opportunity will allow applicants to be receive training in preparation to apply for the 2016 Community Advancement through PM Award.

In 2016, the Community Advancement Through Project Management Award, previously sponsored by the Project Management Institute (PMI®), will be administered by the Project Management Institute Educational Foundation (PMIEF).

In keeping with PMIEF’s focus, Project Management for Social Good®, the newly-designed 2016 Community Advancement Through Project Management Award will emphasize the pro bono contributions of PMI Chapters, Individual Project Managers and Corporations to increasing the capacities of nonprofit organizations.

Taproot Foundation is hosting a webinar to assist project managers in offering their pro bono professional skills in work with nonprofit organizations.

To learn more about this award, or how to attend the no-cost webinar to prepare to apply, click here.